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INTRODUCTION 

Acquiring control on the synthesis of the different classes of π-conjugated polymers (CPs) is one of the 
main goals polymer chemists pursue nowadays. CPs are used because of their promising applications in 
electronic devices, e.g. organic solar cells, organic LED’s, supercapacitors, biosensors, etc. Their 
molecular architecture and structure are playing a dominant role in their performance.1,2 Building 
predetermined molecular structures with low Đ values was the challenge in the past and will continue to 
be so in the future. The major breakthrough was the discovery of the Kumada catalyst-transfer 
polymerization of poly(3-alkylthiophene) with Ni(dppp)Cl2 as a catalyst by the research groups of 
Yokozawa and McCullough in 2004.3–6 A controlled chain-growth polymerization mechanism was 
demonstrated. Shortly after, also other CPs were polymerized in a chain growth manner using the same 
or other catalysts: poly(thiophenes) with Pd(Ruphos),7,8 Pd(tBu3),

9 Ni(α-diimine)10,11 or Pd(NHC),12 
poly(fluorenes) with Ni(acac)/dppp,13 Pd(PtBu3),

14 Pd(Ruphos)7 or Pd(NHC),12 poly(p-phenylene) with 
Pd(PtBu3),

15 Ni(dppe),16,17 or Pd(NHC),12 poly(p-phenylene ethynylene) with Pd(PtBu3),
18  poly(pyrrole) 

with Ni(dppe),19 etc ((NHC) = N-heterocyclic carbene, (dppp) = diphenylphosphinopropane, (dppe) = 
diphenylphosphinoethane). Initiation of these polymers can happen in two ways. The catalyst salt can 
be added and, after an initial reduction, the initiating moiety is formed in situ. Alternatively, or a 
premade external initiator can be used. The latter approach allows the incorporation of functional end 
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groups and is well demonstrated for poly(3-alkylthiophene)s by the groups of Kiriy, Luscombe, Verduzco 
and our research group.20–23 External initiation allows to attach the polymers to nanoparticles24 or to 
each other using click-chemistry.23,25  

The synthetic exploration of the CPs led to endearing primary and secondary structures. Besides the 
linear homo- and random- or block-copolymers, also star-shaped and branched CPs have been 
reported.26–41 Extensive researches on the helical structure of polymers also made its way into the field 
of the CPs to be used as mimics for complex natural systems, chirally aligned chromophores or chiral 
sensing. A plethora of CPs such as functionalized poly(acetylene)s,42 poly(m-phenylene ethynylene)s,43–45 
poly(thiophene)s,46 poly(dithienopyrrole)s47 and others were designed  to adopt a helical conformation 
induced by additives, solvophobic effects, hydrogen bonds and more.48–53 Notwithstanding the amount 
of helical polymers synthesized using controlled chain-growth conditions, none has already been made 
applying an external initiator. Therefore, the ability to equip the resulting polymers with functional end 
groups remains unexplored.  

It was chosen to investigate poly(3,6-dioctylphenanthrene)s (3,6-PPhs) since these polymers have not 
yet been polymerized in a chain-growth fashion before and adopt a helical conformation induced by 
solvophobic effects.54 Even more, they exhibit several advantages as blue emitter55 over other 
conventional blue emitters such as poly(p-phenylene)56–58 and poly(fluorene).59–61 So far, 3,6-PPhs were 
synthesized using a Suzuki step-growth mechanism with A2- and B2-monomers, resulting in low control 
on the polymerization.54 This manuscript aims to convert the synthesis of 3,6-PPhs into a catalyst-
transfer polymerization using Ni- and Pd-based mechanisms with an external initiator. 

EXPERIMENTAL  

Reagents and instrumentation  

All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Acros Organics, Merck or Alfa Aesar. Reagent grade 
solvents were dried by a solvent purification system MBRAUN SPS 800 (columns with activated alumina). 
Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) measurements were done with a Shimadzu 10A apparatus with 
a tunable absorbance detector and a differential refractometer in THF as eluent toward polystyrene 
standards. Electron Ionization Mass spectra (EI-MS) were recorded using an Agilent HP5989, whereas 
MALDI-ToF experiments were conducted using a Waters QToF Premier mass spectrometer.62 1H and 13C 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements were carried out with a Bruker Avance 300 MHz. 3,6-
dibromo-9,10-di(octyloxy)phenanthrene 1 was prepared as described in the literature.63,64  

Synthesis of monomer 3 

KOAc (5.07 g, 51.7 mmol) and Pd(DPPF)Cl2    (456 mg, 559 µmol) were added to a solution of 1 (4.87 g, 
8.22 mmol) in dry 1,4-dioxane          (30 mL). The reaction mixture was purged with argon and an argon 
purged solution of bis(pinacolato)diboron (2.09 g, 8.22 mmol) in dry 1,4-dioxane was added. The 
solution was stirred for 1 h at 80 °C. Subsequently, the solution was concentrated under reduced 
pressure and the crude mixture was purified with column chromatography (SiO2, CH2Cl2/heptane 1/1) to 
yield a pale yellow oil (1.91 g, 36 %). 

1H NMR (300 Mhz, CDCl3, δ): 9.00 (s, 1H, Ar H), 8.90 (s, 1H, Ar H), 8.21 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Ar H), 8.10 (d, J = 
8.8 Hz, 1H, Ar H), 8.02 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Ar H), 7.68 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H, Ar H), 4.19 (m, 4H, CH2), 1.96-1.82 
(m, 4H, CH2), 1.61-1.48 (m, 4H, CH2), 1.43 (s, 12H, CH3), 1.40-1.23 (m, 16H, CH2), 0.90 (t, 6H, CH3); 

13C 
NMR (75 Mhz, CDCl3, δ): 144.0, 143.3, 132.7, 132.1, 130.4, 130.0, 129.8, 128.2, 126.8, 125.6, 124.1, 
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121.4, 120.3, 84.0, 73.7, 73.6, 31.8, 30.5, 30.4, 29.5, 29.3, 26.3, 26.2, 24.9, 22.7, 14.1; EI-MS (m/z (%)) = 

637 [M+ (10B/79Br)], 413 [M+ (10B/79Br) - C16H32] 

Ring walking experiment 

Compound 1 (59.2 mg, 0.100 mmol) and phenyl boronic acid pinacol 5 (20.4 mg, 0.100 mmol) were 
loaded into a 25 mL flask, schlenked with argon and dissolved in 4.1 mL THF. Next, Pd(PtBu3)2 (5 mol%, 
2.5 mg, 5.00 µmol)  was weighted in a test tube, schlenked with argon and cannulated with 2 mL THF to 
the 25 mL flask. Subsequently, K2CO3 (110 mg,              0.796 mmol) in H2O (0.2 mL) was added to the 
solution and the reaction mixture was allowed to stir overnight. Thereafter, the crude mixture was 
washed with brine and dried with MgSO4. Finally, the solvent was evaporated under vacuum and the 
crude mixture was analyzed with 1H NMR en mass spectrometry.  

Suzuki-Miyaura coupling polymerization 

The monomer 3 (158 mg, 0.246 mmol) and poly(styrene) (  
̅̅ ̅̅  = 316 500 g/mol, Đ = 1.02, 25 mg) as an 

internal standard were loaded in a round-bottomed flask dissolved in dry THF (8.5 mL). Subsequently, a 
solution of K2CO3 (276 mg, 2.00 mmol) in distilled H2O (0.5 mL) was added and the atmosphere in the 
flask was replaced with argon. Next, a solution of tBu3PPd(Ph)Br 4 (5.74 mg, 12.3 µmol) in dry THF (1 mL) 
and purged with argon was added and the reaction mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature. 
Aliquots (0.5 mL) were taken at predetermined times and terminated in acidified THF (HCl, 2 M) 
solution. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Chain-growth polymerization mechanisms for several CPs were frequently demonstrated in the 
literature. The successful mechanisms are (Scheme 1): (i) Kumada coupling polymerizations (ii) Negishi 
coupling polymerizations and (iii) Suzuki-Miyuara coupling polymerizations. 

 

Amongst these three well-known polymerization procedures, both mechanisms (i) and (ii) are based on 
the Grignard metathesis (GRIM) reaction as far as the monomer formation is concerned. 

GRIM-based mechanisms 

Monomer synthesis 

The synthesis of the precursor monomer used in the Kumada and Negishi mechanisms, 3,6-dibromo-
9,10-di(octyloxy)phenanthrene 1, was performed as described before.64 Of course, the actual monomer 
formation is the in situ conversion of the precursor monomer to the 3-bromo-6-bromomagnesio 
derivative 2 using a Grignard metathesis (GRIM) reaction. Treatment of 1 with 1 equivalent of 
iPrMgCl.LiCl in dry THF (0.1 M) results in reproducible low yields in monomer, even if higher 
temperatures or longer reaction times are selected (Table 1). As a consequence, further polymerization 
is unlikely to properly proceed following the Kumada and Negishi mechanisms. Therefore, we decided to 
focus on the alternative Pd(PtBu3) mechanism. 

Pd(PtBu3) mechanism 

Monomer synthesis 
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Treatment of 1 with KOAc, Pd(DPPF)Cl2 and bis(pinacolato)diboron in dry 1,4-dioxane resulted in 3 as 
depicted in Scheme 2. 

Synthesis of the external initiator 

We opted to use the common phenyl initiator 4 instead of a functionalized derivative (Scheme 3), as the 
aim is to develop and prove the chain-growth conditions with an external initiator and a tailored 
initiator is then of minor importance. Thus, bis(tri-tert-butylphosphine)palladium(0) and a fifty-fold 
excess of bromobenzene were combined and allowed to react for 2.5 hours at 70 °C. Pentane was then 
added to precipitate the initiator complex. The whole reaction and the subsequent filtration have to be 
conducted under oxygen-free conditions to prevent any oxidation.67 Drying the crude yellow precipitate 
for several days under reduced pressure delivered the pure external initiator 4.  

Ring walking test  

The key aspect to why a controlled chain-growth polymerization with the Pd(PtBu3)-protocol is achieved 
lies in the fact that the catalyst remains complexed to the π-conjugated system and is transferred to the 
terminal C-Br bond after each reductive elimination. In order to test whether this is also the case for the 
phenanthrene-unit, one equivalent of 3,6-dibromo-9,10-di(octyloxy)phenanthrene 1 was reacted with 
one equivalent of phenyl boronic acid pinacol 5 in the presence of 5 mol% Pd(PtBu3)2 and  K2CO3 in 
THF/water (Scheme 4). The crude mixture of this reaction was analyzed with 1H NMR and mass 
spectroscopy (MS) to identify the obtained reaction products. An exclusive formation of the di-reacted 
product 6 was demonstrated based on the results provided in Figure 1 and Figures SI4-6. This 
demonstrates that, after the initial coupling reaction, the catalyst remains associated with the 
phenanthrene and is able to “walk” to the C-Br at the 6-position. Therefore, the consecutive coupling 
reactions proceeds through an intramolecular transfer of the Pd(PtBu3) moiety over the phenanthrene 
unit. So far, we can anticipate that the polymerization of 3 will effectively follow a catalyst-transfer 
chain-growth polymerization mechanism. 

Suzuki-Miyaura coupling polymerization 

The polymerizations were initiated by adding the external initiator 4 (2.5 mol%) in THF to 3 in a mixture 
of THF/water (5/2, 1.75 mL) with K2CO3 (2 M). A first attempt at room temperature, overnight and using 

a monomer concentration of 5.25  10-2 M afforded polymers of which GPC spectra showed multiple 
shoulders and revealed large molar mass distributions. Visually it appeared that precipitation of the 
polymer occurred during the polymerization, probably because of the presence of water, a non-solvent. 
In order to overcome this problem, three possibilities could be envisaged: (i) decreasing the water 
content, (ii) decreasing the monomer concentration and (iii) increasing the temperature.  

In order to introduce the lowest possible water content in the system, and based on the required use of 
K2CO3, 2.0 mmol of the base, i.e. 275 mg, were dissolved in the lowest water volume, 0.5 mL. Further 
dilutions were then performed adding THF until precipitation. 0.25 mL water per millimol K2CO3 and a 
THF/water ratio of 20/1 proved to represent the smallest water content. This solvent ratio was used to 
perform several test experiments at different monomer concentrations. Since a modification of the 
monomer concentration comes along with an alteration of the reaction time, attention has been paid to 
keep the polymerization time within 120 min. In this perspective, higher temperatures appear favorable 
but provide some side reactions which leads to broader molar mass distributions. Ideal conditions were 

set at ambient temperatures and an initial monomer concentration of 2.46  10-2 M. Also polymerization 
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reactions in the presence of CsF/18-crown-6 ether were tested, but revealed ineffective as no polymer 
was formed.9 

GPC analysis 

Despite all optimizations, the GPC chromatograms of the polymers showed shoulders at longer reaction 
times. To further develop our polymerization strategies, a more in-depth study of the underlying 
mechanism imposed itself. Two polymerizations, one with 2.5 mol% initiator and the second with 5.0 
mol% initiator and both with polystyrene (  

̅̅ ̅̅  = 317 kg/mol; Đ = 1.02) as an internal reference, were 

monitored and analyzed with GPC to determine the   
̅̅ ̅̅  and Đ. Several GPC data were acquired during 

the polymerization reactions to follow the evolution of the reaction. After 50 min, the GPC graph of the 
polymerization with 5.0 mol% initiator clearly showed a unimodal curve with low Đ values (Figure 2, 
Table 3). After additional 10 min and according GPC analysis, the polymerization proceeds smoothly. The 
measured low polydispersity points to a fast initiation step. Unfortunately, low molar-mass tailing 
emerges starting from 75 min polymerization time. The small increase in Đ present after 75 min 
indicates that side reactions are occurring. Moreover, a shoulder at higher molar masses appears in the 
spectrum after two hours reaction, which is likely to originate from disproportionation processes. A peak 
molecular mass (  

̅̅ ̅̅ ) for the high molar mass tail of 13.4 kg/mol in comparison of a   
̅̅ ̅̅  of 7.1 kg/mol for 

the main peak supports this assumption. 

The same behavior has been observed in GPC chromatograms of the polymerization with 2.5 mol% 
initiator: a slow increase of the low Đ values during the polymerization and the appearance of a 
shoulder at lower molar mass starting from 75 min reaction time (Figure 2, Table 2). However, the 
higher molar-mass shoulder, observed with 5.0 mol% initiator, is absent under the second conditions. 
The lower initiator concentration and consequently lower concentration of polymer chains render 
disproportionation less likely. Although higher molar masses, similar to the 5.0 mol% initiator case, are 
expected because of the lower initiator/monomer ratio, the polymerization ends up with nearly the 
same   

̅̅ ̅̅  values. Clearly, whatever the initiator concentrations are, side reactions disturb the chain 

growth mechanism starting from 4.7 kg/mol and   
̅̅ ̅̅  values are limited to 9.7 kg/mol. The unknown 

arising side reactions are therefore not dependent on the amount of initiator. 

MALDI-ToF 

In order to gain more insight in the nature of the side products, three samples of the polymerization 
with 2.5 mol% initiator after 30 min, 50 min and 150 min reaction time were analyzed with MALDI-ToF 
mass spectrometry in order to define the end-groups. Figure 3 shows the spectrum recorded for the 
sample obtained after 30 min reaction. The peaks with the highest intensity correspond to polymer 
chains possessing a phenyl-group and a hydrogen (Ph/H) as end-groups. These polymers are correctly 
initiated by the external fenyl-initiator (4) and had a Pd-moiety at the end of the chain at the moment of 
termination. Indeed, quenching of the samples in a 2 M HCl in THF solution leads to the replacement of 
the Pd-moiety at the end of the chain by a hydrogen atom. The majority of the chains is thus correctly 
initiated and must then grow in a chain-growth manner after the initial 30 min reaction time. 
Nevertheless, also some polymer chains with a phenyl-group and a bromine atom (Ph/Br) were also 
produced according to the MALDI-ToF mass spectrum. These chains are also correctly initiated, but the 
Pd-initiator was not connected to the polymer chain anymore prior to the quenching step, i.e. some 
undesired termination reaction had happened. 

The released Pd-catalyst can, in turn, oxidatively insert into an aryl-bromine bond of either a polymer 
without Pd-catalyst (=reinitiation) or either in unreacted monomer. This corresponds to a transfer 
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reaction, disrupting the controlled chain-growth nature of the polymerization. Such a process could 
explain the presence of chains end-capped with a boron-group and a hydrogen (Boron/H) or a bromine 
(Boron/Br) atom. 

Afterwards, we compared the three samples with a peculiar attention to the m/z 4300 to 4560 (11 
monomers) region of the mass spectra, see Figure 4. Over time, the proportion of the Ph/H-polymers 
(the growing polymer chains), diminishes in favor of Ph/Br-, Boron/H- and Boron/Br-terminated chains 
because of the increasing degree of termination and transfer. In addition, the relative amount of the 
Boron/H-chains decreases again from 50 min to 150 min reaction time. At this point of the work, two 
explanations can be proposed to account for those observations. As for a first possibility, we can 
imagine that, together with the Ph/H-terminated chains, the Boron/H-chains are also converted to 
Boron/Br-chains. A second hypothesis relies on the occurrence of ring formation processes. Indeed, the 
signal at m/z 4326, that becomes increasingly important at prolonged reaction times, corresponds to a 
macrocycle species containing 10 monomer units. In the wider m/z range presented in Figure 5, ions 
corresponding to this macrocycle are also present for higher and lower numbers of monomer units, 
revealing the recurrent nature of those macromolecules. Lastly, we note that the mismatch between the 
molar masses found with GPC and MALDI-ToF is due to the inherent to the technique used. While GPC 
traditionally overestimates the molar masses of conjugated polymers because of the calibration against 
poly(styrene), MALDI-ToF underestimates the molar masses because of the easier ionization of the 
chains of lower molar mass.  

From all our observations, we tentatively propose in Scheme 5 all the mechanisms involved in the 
polymerization of 3. In the first stage of the 3,6-PPhs polymerization with Pd(PtBu3) as the catalyst, the 
polymerization follows a regular chain-growth mechanism. The external fenyl initiator 4 provides a 
proper initiation and the fenyl end-group is built in. Unfortunately, after a certain amount of catalytic 
cycles, the reductive elimination step is no longer followed by the intramolecular oxidative addition and 
the catalyst dissociates from the polymer chain, leaving a Br-end-capped polymer. This process is 
independent on the initiator concentration. The free catalyst can then insert in a monomer, resulting in 
polymer chains containing a boron-group instead of a fenyl group from the external initiator. Some of 
those chains terminate by dissociation of the Pd-catalyst (resulting in Boron/Br end-capped polymers), 
while others undergo cyclization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We investigated the ability of poly(3,6-(9,10-di(octyloxy))phenantrene)s to be synthesized in a chain-
growth fashion with an external initiator. We attempted to apply the existing Ni- and Pd-based chain-
growth mechanisms. Those procedures which rely on a Grignard metathesis reaction were found 
inaccessible because of a very disappointing low yield when preparing the GRIM reagent. On the other 
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hand, a Suzuki-Miyaura coupling polymerization with AB-equipped monomers and Pd(PtBu3) as a 
catalyst allows polymerization. The reaction conditions were optimized and an in-depth study with GPC 
and MALDI-ToF of the underlying mechanisms was performed. Unfortunately, after a successful 
initiation, the chain-growth nature is maintained only at the beginning of the polymerization and 
transfer of the catalyst to the monomer happens slowly over time. The latter results in the formation of 
AB-equipped polymers, which further leads to an intramolecular ring closure and therefore to the 
formation of macrocycles which affect the polymerization dramatically. A prolonged chain-growth 
mechanism can therefore not be demonstrated for the poly(3,6-(9,10-di(octyloxy))phenantrene)s. 
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CAPTIONS TO FIGURES AND SCHEMES 
 
SCHEME 1 Existing chain-growth polymerization mechanisms for conjugated polymers.  

SCHEME 2 Synthesis of the monomer 3 used in the Suzuki-Miyaura polymerization.  

SCHEME 3 Synthesis of the initiator 4 used in the Suzuki-Miyaura polymerization.  

SCHEME 4  Ring walking test of phenanthrene 1 during the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling with 5.  

SCHEME 5  Schematic representation of the 3,6-PPhs polymerization and the occurring side reactions with 
Pd(P

t
Bu3) as a catalyst. The bold codes under the polymers correspond to the used annotations in MALDI-Tof 

spectra in Figures 3-5. 

FIGURE 1 Aromatic region of the 
1
H NMR spectrum of the crude mixture resulting from the ring walking test of 1 

and 5 with Pd(P
t
Bu3)2. The full 

1
H NMR spectrum and MS analysis can be found in the Supporting Information 

(Figure SI3). 

FIGURE 2 Molar mass vs. conversion plots for 3,6-PPhs with (A) 2.5 mol% and (B) 5.0 mol% Pd(P
t
Bu3)  initiator (c= 

2.46  10
-2

 M in THF/H2O). The signal at 540 s originates from the THF stabilizator (BHT).   

FIGURE 3 MALDI-ToF spectrum of 3,6-PPhs after 30 min reaction time with 2.5 mol% Pd(P
t
Bu3)  initiator (c= 2.46  

10
-2

 M in THF/H2O). 

FIGURE 4 MALDI-ToF spectra of 3,6-PPhs for the region m/z  4270 to 4620 after (A) 30 min, (B) 50 min and (C) 150 

min reaction time with 2.5 mol% Pd(P
t
Bu3)  initiator (c= 2.46  10

-2
 M in THF/H2O). A wider view can be found in 

the Supporting Information (Figure SI15). 

FIGURE 5 MALDI-ToF spectra of 3,6-PPhs for the region m/z 2590 to 4510 after (A) 50 min and (B) 150 min reaction 

time with 2.5 mol% Pd(P
t
Bu3)  initiator (c= 2.46  10

-2
 M in THF/H2O). A wider view can be found in the Supporting 

Information (Figure SI16). 
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT 

Michiel Verswyvel, Charly Hoebers, Julien De Winter, Pascal Gerbaux  and Guy Koeckelberghs 

Study of the controlled chain-growth polymerization of poly(3,6-phenanthrene) 

The possibility to prepare poly(3,6-(9,10-di(octyloxy))phenanthrene)s in a chain-growth fashion is 
investigated. Different polymerization protocols were tested and Pd(PtBu3) was found to perform the 
best. A GPC and MALDI-ToF study revealed transfer reactions and the formation of macrocyclic rings. 

 

 

 


